
Year 3  

English  

 Read Chapter 5 of The Lost Myth of Mathos on Purple Mash. 

 Test your knowledge of the chapter by answering the brain-busting                        

questions on Purple Mash. 

 We have got to know Mathos and Sariena fairly well during the story. Compare and 
contrast the two children using the template on Purple Mash. 

 How do you think that Mathos, a young unarmoured boy,                                                                  
will be able to get Pegasus’ feather back from the                                                                                  
angry gigantic Chrysaor? Write a paragraph to explain                                                                                      
your idea. 

Maths 

 Look at different coins and identify how much they 

are worth. 

 Test your counting skills, by showing which coins and 

how many you need to make different amounts. You 

could use a shopping list to find different amounts. 

 Choose some of the items off the shopping list. Then 

work out how much change you would get if you paid 

with a £5/£10 note. 

Creative - Gods and Mortals 

 Use the Ancient Greek Houses activity on Purple Mash to find out about homes 

in ancient Greece. Use the information and pictures to create your own fact 

sheet. 

  Find out about the Greek alphabet on https://www.ducksters.com/history/

ancient_greece/greek_alphabet.php  

 Practise writing the letters and pronouncing them. Can you write your name or a 

message using this alphabet? Challenge someone in your fami-

ly to work out what you have written. 

 

 

Spelling & Reading 

 Use the read, cover, write strategy to learn the words:   

believe, decide, February,  island, ordinary,  recent and 

through. 

 Practise these spelling by putting them into interesting  

sentences. 

 Read aloud to an adult, putting on different voices for each 

character. 

 After reading to an adult, ask them questions about what 

you have read. 

Remember to check Purple Mash for 2Do activities 

set by your teacher. 
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